January 15, 2019

Regional Plan Letter of Intent

This Letter of Intent confirms the joint willingness of Parkland County, the Town of Stony Plain and the City of Spruce Grove to partner on the development of a Regional Plan. This commitment has been expressed through a motion passed by each municipality's Council and will be confirmed by each Mayor signing this letter.

The goal of the Regional Plan is specific and strategic; to support focused and coordinated investment. The result will be responsible stewardship of financial, environmental, and human resources to create beneficial and sustainable growth for the entire region.

The growth needs of the region can best be met through a coordinated and collaborative effort. This approach will allow for the most effective return on investment and reduce the costs incurred by our current and future ratepayers. These discussions may include an exploration identifying shared investment and shared benefit opportunities. This document, when completed, will provide certainty for the region through alignment of key municipal elements.

The nature of this letter of intent is for our municipalities to collaborate on the development of a regional plan in the best interest of our communities, and is represented by the signatures herein.

Signed on the 15th day of January, 2019, at Parkland County, Alberta.

Mayor Rod Shaigec  
Parkland County

Mayor William Choy  
Town of Stony Plain

Mayor Stuart Houston  
City of Spruce Grove